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real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation
via discussion groups; streaming for video, audio, and presentations; and
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do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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Generate Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
Youforms
can visit
the ES to activities
learn, or use
it to share
your at significantly
• Science
Foundations;
All
of innovation
resulting
in or aimed
improving
protection.
added content
and appliesenvironmental
advanced search engine
optimization
knowledge,
expandincludes
your reach,
build
brand, create
strategic new• products
Sciences
and
Engineering
Research
Councils
Eco
Innovation
new
production
processes,
or services,
and
new
management
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search and
engine
partnerships,
showcase
your use
educational
programs, oris likely• to
results.
The or
more
exhibitors or merchants
venue
attracts
Universities
business
methods,
whose
or implementation
prevent
substantially
reduce athe
risks
for in a
given area,use,
the throughout
more these SEO
techniques
increase the
feature
educational products
services
our
Non-profits
the
environment,
pollutionand
and
other effectively
negative to
impacts
of• resources
the life
cycle of
collective pull of the venue— an effect that can be further
highly motivated
and targeted audiences.
• Industry
related
activities.

enhanced with sponsored search engine placements. The result

is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You can
lease
a virtual
showroom
for 12-months, for much
Research
Partnerships
More
than
one
answer
possible
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
than ever
though possible, and start sharing your
•less
Product
innovation
website.
ECE’s
Marketing
System
•information
Process through
innovation
(a Multi
new Media
production
method
applying
existing
technology)
Weansupport
research
of the highest caliber to build the
ECE Marketplaces, Magazines, and B2B
•(MMMS),
Serviceincluding
innovation
capacity
for Eco
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networkingand
andCommerce,
syndicationespecially
tools - ECE
•Directories.
Organizational/ management/ business model innovation
areas
with Marketplace
long lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
• Any innovation applying a new technology
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
sincerely
appreciate
your support
and look forward to
•We
Other
innovation
(please
specify)
call, orDirection
generate automatic RSS feeds to every subscriber when
learning about
•your
Notparticipation,
an eco-innovative
firm you and your educational
Strategic
new
content
is added to an exhibitor’s booth or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
•Easy
Don’t
know
self-provisioning
- Whether creating a single virtual booth or an
addition, exhibitors will be able to link their virtual booth at the
continue
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
entire
virtual to
show,work
ECE Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface keeps Communities around the world have both a need for and an
marketplace on their own website through embeddable HTML
collaborative
learning
across
the
planet.
you
inTofullwhich
control,
lettingprogram
you define
yourdoes
content
and business
your look and
feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
Q3.
economic
sector
your
belong?
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without
involving
your
IT
staff.
• Agriculture, forestry, and fishing
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
personal regards,
•Best
Manufacturing
and mining
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
• Construction/building
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Trade
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
•advertising
Transport
and storage
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
and sponsored
links.
of Eco Commerce
•Chamber
Accommodation
and food services
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
SPONSORSHIP
•Integrated
Business
leadservices
management & analytics - Real-time attendee profiling core strategy:
Media
Kit (please
•and
Others
specify)
intelligent
lead-scoring
techniques combine to add value to each and • Attract exceptional people
MEDIA KIT
every lead. Every virtual showroom created using ECE Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your
Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which
means
that
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace
tracks
Q4. Which sector(s) do you consider to be the main target
industry
or industries
for your products and/or
• Create
exceptional
results
INTERNATIONAL
ECO
COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement
of theselect
attendee
download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
services?
Please
up—toevery
three.
every conversation — and it provides viewing information for all multimedia
presentations.
The answer
attendee possible
profile is continuously updated from the
More
than one
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
• Energy generation
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained

Virtual

• Energy storage
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
•Attract
Energy
infrastructure
and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
•facilities
Energy
efficiency
needed
to support a powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.
•real-time
Transport
events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation
•viaWater
andgroups;
wastewater
discussion
streaming for video, audio, and presentations; and
•downloading
Air and environment
for papers and collateral materials. All the promoter needs to
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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•Rich,
Materials
engaging experiences - ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors
•coming
Agriculture
by supporting engaging experiences that go beyond downloadable
EcoLexicon
2014-17Grab visitors' attentionOverview
•documents
Recycling
waste
suchand
as Partnership
data
sheets and whitepapers.
•with
Building/construction
streaming video and/or audio presentations, and get them
Dear
Partner
Eco Commerce,
inindrink
real-time
events such as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
•participating
Food
and
manufacturing
product
demos.
succeed, and we work closely with many enterprises and
• Other manufacturing
behalfplease
of Eco specify
Commerce Exchange (ECE), I cordially
organizations to fulfill our mandate and create an
•OnOther,
archive
ECE Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
•Content
Don’tyou
know
you
turn one-off
into long-term
resources that
informing long and graduate students. We partner with:
Showcase
(ES)events
to share
your Education
andkeep
Workforce
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with
our
global
audience.
Q5. In which year was your business established?
•State-of-the-art
Please state
year
communications
- With an arsenal of communication • Foundations for Research
The
EcoLexicon.com
is
a
spectacular
showcase,
•tools
Don’t
know
— direct chat, PR distribution, RSS feeds,virtual
and a widget
briefcase — • Foundations for Innovation
featuring
Brands,
Enterprises
and
ECE
VirtualExperts,
Marketplace
takes full
advantage of
the Organizations
latest technologies for • Centers of Excellence for Research
from In
around
planet.
• Government
Agencies
Q6.
which
stage
of getting
development
would
business
to be?
targeting
your the
message
and
it into the right
hands.you consider your
Generate
Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
You can visit
the ES to learn, or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
Definition
of terms
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
knowledge, expand your reach, build brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
partnerships, showcase your educational programs, or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
Seed
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
feature educational products and services effectively to our
• Non-profits
collective
pullinitial
of theconcept
venue— an
effectathat
can be has
further
highly activities
motivated and
targeted
audiences.
• Industry
Main
include
research,
assessment and development
of an
before
business
enhanced
with
sponsored
search
engine
placements.
The
result
reached the start-up phase.
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You can lease a virtual showroom for 12-months, for much
Research
Partnerships
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
less than
Start
up ever though possible, and start sharing your
website.
information through ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
(MMMS),
including
ECE Marketplaces,
Magazines, and
Main
activities
include
product development
andB2B
initial marketing.
may
beCommerce,
in
the process
capacity
forBusinesses
Eco
and
especially
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networking
and
syndication
toolsof- ECE
Directories.
being
set up or may have been in business for a short time,
but
sold
their
innovation
areas
withhave
long not
lasting
social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
Marketplace
also
provides
comprehensive,
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
commercially.
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
We sincerely appreciate your support and look forward to
call, orDirection
generate automatic RSS feeds to every subscriber when
your participation, learning about you and your educational
Expansion
Strategic
new content is added to an exhibitor’s booth or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
Easy self-provisioning - Whether creating a single virtual booth or an
addition,focus
exhibitors
will
be
ablehave
to linkboth
theira virtual
booth
at an
the
continue
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
An
innovation
has
been
launched
or
the
main
is on
and
expansion
of and
the
Communities
around
thegrowth
world
need for
entire
virtual to
show,work
ECE Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast,implemented
intuitive
interfaceand
keeps
marketplace
on
their
own
website
through
embeddable
HTML
collaborative
learning
program
across
planet.
you
in full control,
letting
youordefine
your
content
and
yourorlook and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
business,
which
may
may
notthe
break
even
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without profitably.
involving your IT staff.
trade
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
Best personal regards,
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
Later
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
send
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minnatraffic
LeVine
Business
is
established and the main focus areas include replacing capital or preparing for exit, such as
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
by
preparing
to be bought
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
advertising and sponsored
links. out.
of Eco Commerce
•Chamber
Seed stage
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
SPONSORSHIP
•Integrated
Start uplead
stage
management & analytics - Real-time attendee profiling core strategy:
Media
Kit lead-scoring
•and
Expansion
stage techniques combine to add value to each and • Attract exceptional people
intelligent
MEDIA KIT
•every
Later
lead.stages
Every virtual showroom created using ECE Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your
Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which
means
that
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace
tracks
• Don’t know
• Create
exceptionalECO
results
INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement of the attendee — every download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
every
conversation
—
and
it
provides
viewing
information
for
all
multimedia
Q7. Has your business already launched or implemented an Eco Innovation?
The attendee profile is continuously updated from the
•presentations.
No
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
• Yes
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
Q8.
How many Eco innovations has your business implemented or launched?
Attract and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
•facilities
1
needed to support a powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.
•real-time
2-4 events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation
•via5discussion
or moregroups; streaming for video, audio, and presentations; and
Don’t know
for papers and collateral materials. All the promoter needs to
•downloading

Virtual

do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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Rich, engaging experiences - ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors

Q9.
Has
your business
implemented
or launched
another innovation-not focused on Eco Innovation?
coming
by supporting
engagingever
experiences
that go beyond
downloadable
EcoLexicon
2014-17
•documents
Yes such as Partnership
data sheets and whitepapers.
Grab visitors' attention Overview
•with
Nostreaming video and/or audio presentations, and get them
Dear
Partner
Eco Commerce,
ininreal-time
events such as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
•participating
Don’t
know
product demos.
succeed, and we work closely with many enterprises and
On behalf
Eco Commerce
(ECE),your
I cordially
organizations
to fulfill our mandate and create an
Q10.
Howofexperienced
do Exchange
you consider
management
team to be?
archive
ECE Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
•Content
Veryyou
Experienced
turn one-off
into long-term
resources that
informing long and graduate students. We partner with:
Showcase
(ES)events
to share
your Education
andkeep
Workforce
•you
Somewhat
experienced
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with
our
global
audience.
• Inexperienced
•State-of-the-art
Don’t knowcommunications - With an arsenal of communication • Foundations for Research
The
EcoLexicon.com
is a spectacular
showcase,
•tools
Technical
experience
—
direct chat,
PR distribution,
RSS feeds,virtual
and a widget
briefcase — • Foundations for Innovation
featuring
Brands,
Enterprises
and
•ECE
Business
experience
VirtualExperts,
Marketplace
takes full
advantage of
the Organizations
latest technologies for • Centers of Excellence for Research
from around
planet.
• Government
Agencies
targeting
your the
message
and getting it into the right hands.
Generate Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
Q11. What is the total amount of financing in USD that has
been
injected
into your
business
since itsmeta-tags
provisioned, ECE Virtual
Marketplace
automatically
You can visitincluding
the ES toown-source,
learn, or usepublic,
it to share
your sources
• Science
Foundations;
foundation,
and private
ofcontent
finance?
added
and applies advanced search engine optimization
yourUSD
reach, build brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
•knowledge,
less thanexpand
100.000
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
partnerships,
showcase
your educational programs, or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
• 100.000 to 500.000 USD
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
educational
productsUSD
and services effectively to our
• Non-profits
•feature
500.000
to 1.000.000
collective pull of the venue— an effect that can be further
motivatedtoand
targeted audiences.
• Industry
•highly
1.000.000
2.000.000
USD
enhanced with sponsored search engine placements. The result
• 2.000.000 to 5.000.000 USD
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You
can
lease
a
virtual
showroom
for
12-months,
for
much
Research
Partnerships
• 5.000.000 USD or more
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
thanknow
ever though possible, and start sharing your
•less
Don’t
website.
through
ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
•information
Information
withheld
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
(MMMS), including ECE Marketplaces, Magazines, and B2B
capacity
for Eco
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networkingand
andCommerce,
syndicationespecially
tools - ECE
Directories.
Q12.
Have you ever used the following types of financing
since
establishment
of yourcomprehensive,
business?
areas
withthe
long
lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
Marketplace
also provides
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
We sincerely financing
appreciate your support and look forward to
Mezzanine
call, orDirection
generate automatic RSS feeds to every subscriber when
your participation, learning about you and your educational
Strategic
new
content
is added to an exhibitor’s booth or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
A
hybrid
of debt and- Whether
equity financing
that virtual
is typically
Easy
self-provisioning
creating a single
booth orused
an to finance the expansion of existing
addition,
exhibitors
will
ableextra
to linkboth
theira virtual
booth
the
continue
work
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
businesses.
Mezzanine
financing
isfast,
basically
debt capital
that
gives
the lender
an
payment
the
around
the be
world
have
neediffor
andat an
entire
virtual to
show,
ECE Virtual
Marketplace’s
intuitive
interface
keeps Communities
marketplace
on
their
own
website
through
embeddable
HTML
collaborative
across
planet.
you
in full control,
lettingprogram
you define
your the
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
business
is learning
successful.
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
•without
Yes involving your IT staff.
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
•Best
Nopersonal regards,
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
• Don’t know
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Information
withheld
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
•advertising
Own source
(friends,
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
and sponsored
links.family, founders)
of Eco Commerce
•Chamber
Debt financing
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
SPONSORSHIP
•Integrated
Venturelead
capital
management & analytics - Real-time attendee profiling core strategy:
Media
Kit lead-scoring
•and
Business
angel
intelligent
techniques combine to add value to each and • Attract exceptional people
MEDIA KIT
•every
Crowdfunding
lead. Every virtual showroom created using ECE Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which means that ECE Virtual Marketplace tracks • Create exceptional results
INTERNATIONAL ECO COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement of the attendee — every download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
every
conversation
—
and
it
provides
viewing
information
for
all
multimedia
Other forms of equity than venture capital and business angels (for example buyout)
The attendee profile is continuously updated from the
•presentations.
Yes
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
• No
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
• Don’t know
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
•Attract
Information
withheld
and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
facilities needed to support a powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.
•real-time
Mezzanine
events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation
•viaPublic
grants
discussion
groups; streaming for video, audio, and presentations; and
•downloading
Loan backed
by and
loan
guarantee
for papers
collateral
materials. All the promoter needs to

Virtual

do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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•Rich,
Other
publicexperiences
funding - ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors
engaging
•coming
Other
by financing
supporting engaging experiences that go beyond downloadable

EcoLexicon
2014-17Grab visitors' attentionOverview
documents
such as Partnership
data sheets and whitepapers.
Q13.
Please state
percentage
of the total
financing
with streaming
video the
and/or
audio presentations,
and
get themit comprised.
Dear Partner
inreal-time
Eco Commerce,
participating
such as webcasts,
conferences,
and Developing
strongthree
partnerships
for us to
Please
be inaware
thatevents
combination
of answers
is reasonable,
i.e. if only
answers:is 3 important
times 80-100%,
product
demos.
succeed, and we work closely with many enterprises and
or
three
times 0-20% is not possible (not adding to 100%).
behalf of Eco Commerce Exchange (ECE), I cordially
organizations to fulfill our mandate and create an
•On0-19
archive
ECE Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite
you
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
•Content
20-39
turn one-off
into long-term
resources that
informing long and graduate students. We partner with:
Showcase
(ES)events
to share
your Education
andkeep
Workforce
•you
40-59
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with
our
global
audience.
• 60-79
•State-of-the-art
80-100
communications - With an arsenal of communication • Foundations for Research
The
EcoLexicon.com
is a spectacular
showcase,
•tools
Don’t
know
— direct chat, PR distribution,
RSS feeds,virtual
and a widget
briefcase — • Foundations for Innovation
featuring
Brands,
Enterprises
and
•ECE
Information
withheld
VirtualExperts,
Marketplace
takes full
advantage of
the Organizations
latest technologies for • Centers of Excellence for Research
from around
planet.
• Government
Agencies
targeting
your the
message
and getting it into the right hands.
Generate Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
• Own source (friends, family, founders)
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
canfinancing
visit the ES to learn, or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
•You
Debt
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
•knowledge,
Venture expand
capital your reach, build brand, create strategic
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
showcase your educational programs, or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
•partnerships,
Business angel
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
feature educational products and services effectively to our
• Non-profits
collective
of the venue—
highly motivated
targeted
Industry
Other
forms ofand
equity
thanaudiences.
venture capital and business •angels
(forpull
example
buyout)an effect that can be further
enhanced
with
sponsored
search engine placements. The result
• 0-19
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You
can
lease
a
virtual
showroom
for
12-months,
for
much
Research
Partnerships
• 20-39
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
than ever though possible, and start sharing your
•less
40-59
website.
•information
60-79 through ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
•(MMMS),
80-100including ECE Marketplaces, Magazines, and B2B
capacity
for Eco
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networkingand
andCommerce,
syndicationespecially
tools - ECE
•Directories.
Don’t know
areas
with Marketplace
long lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
• Information withheld
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
We sincerely appreciate your support and look forward to
call, orDirection
generate automatic RSS feeds to every subscriber when
participation, learning about you and your educational
•your
Mezzanine
Strategic
new
content
is added to an exhibitor’s booth or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
•Easy
Public
grants
self-provisioning
- Whether creating a single virtual booth or an
addition, exhibitors will be able to link their virtual booth at the
continue
to
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
•entire
Loan
backed
by Virtual
loan
guarantee
virtual
show,work
ECE
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface keeps Communities around the world have both a need for and an
marketplace on their own website through embeddable HTML
collaborative
learning
program
across
planet.
in full public
control,
letting
you define
your the
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
•you
Other
funding
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without
involving
your
IT
staff.
• Other financing
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
Best personal regards,
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
Q14. Is your business currently seeking finance?
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Yestraffic
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
•advertising
No
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
and sponsored links.
of Eco Commerce
•Chamber
Don’t know
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
•Integrated
Information
withheld & analytics - Real-time attendee profiling coreSPONSORSHIP
strategy:
lead management
Media
Kit lead-scoring techniques combine to add value to each and • Attract exceptional people
and
intelligent
MEDIAyou
KIT
Q15.
What
arevirtual
the showroom
three most
important
of information
do/did consult
• Provide
exceptional
support when seeking finance?
every lead.
Every
created
using ECEsources
Virtual Marketplace
Lease
Your Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which means that ECE Virtual Marketplace tracks • Create exceptional results
INTERNATIONAL ECO COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement
of the attendee
— every download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
Investment
readiness
program
every conversation — and it provides viewing information for all multimedia
presentations.
The aims
attendee
profile is continuously
updated
the
A
program that
to prepare
business to
seek from
investment
byaproviding
advice, orECE partners
As both
leader andmentoring,
facilitator of knowledge,
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
assistance with business plan development, proposal writing,
networking,
presentation
skills,
or
fund
research
and
build
on
scientific
knowledge
gained
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results.

Virtual

understanding financing options.
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
•Attract
Other
innovators in your industry
and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
•facilities
Industry
newsletter
needed
to support a powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.
•real-time
Investment
readiness
programs
events such
as webcasts
and conferences; visitor participation
•viaIndustry/
associations
discussion cluster
groups; streaming
for video, audio, and presentations; and
•downloading
Banks orforother
institutions
papersfinancial
and collateral
materials. All the promoter needs to
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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•Rich,
Government
publications
engaging experiences
- ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors
•coming
Internet
searchengaging experiences that go beyond downloadable
by supporting
EcoLexicon
2014-17Grab visitors' attentionOverview
•documents
Informalsuch
network
as Partnership
data sheets and whitepapers.
•with
Business
streamingadviser
video and/or audio presentations, and get them
Dear
Partner
Ecospecify)
Commerce,
ininreal-time
events such as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
•participating
Other
(please
product
demos.
succeed, and we work closely with many enterprises and
• Do not have specific source
behalfknow
of Eco
organizations to fulfill our mandate and create an
•OnDon't
[DoCommerce
not read]Exchange (ECE), I cordially
Content
archive
ECE Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite you
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
you
turnHave
one-off
events
intosought
long-term
resources that
informing
long and graduate students. We partner with:
Showcase
(ES)
toever
share
your financing
Education
andkeep
Workforce
Q16.
you
but
been
unsuccessful?
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with our
global audience.
• Foundations
for than
Research
IfState-of-the-art
yes, pleasecommunications
state the stage(s)
were unsuccessful.
More
one answer possible.
- Withatanwhich
arsenalyou
of communication
The
EcoLexicon.com
is
a
spectacular
virtual
showcase,
•
Foundations
for
Innovation
•tools
Yes,
seed
stage
— direct chat, PR distribution, RSS feeds, and a widget briefcase —
featuring
Experts,
Brands,
Enterprises
and
•ECE
Yes,
start
up stage
Virtual
Marketplace
takes full
advantage of
the Organizations
latest technologies for • Centers of Excellence for Research
from
around
the
planet.
• Government
Agencies
•targeting
Yes, expansion
your message stage
and getting it into the right hands.
Generate Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
• Yes, later stages
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
visit the ES to learn, or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
•You
No,can
never
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
expand your reach, build brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
•knowledge,
Don’t know
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
•partnerships,
Informationshowcase
withheld your educational programs, or
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
feature educational products and services effectively to our
• Non-profits
collective
pull of of
thefinance?
venue— an effect that can be further
highly Has
motivated
targeted ever
audiences.
• Industry
Q17.
yourand
business
sought financing from the public
providers
enhanced
with
sponsored
search engine placements. The result
• Yes, successfully
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You
can
lease
a
virtual
showroom
for
12-months,
for
much
Research
Partnerships
• Yes, but not successful
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
•less
No than ever though possible, and start sharing your
website.
through ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
•information
Don’t know
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
including
ECE Marketplaces, Magazines, and B2B
•(MMMS),
Information
withheld
capacity
for Eco
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networkingand
andCommerce,
syndicationespecially
tools - ECE
Directories.
areas
with Marketplace
long lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking
and syndication
tools. were
These include
the ability to text
18. Please specify home state(s) of providers of public finance,
whether
or not you
successful.
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
We sincerely appreciate your support and look forward to
call, orDirection
generate automatic RSS feeds to every subscriber when
your participation,
learning applicable
about you and your educational
State
1 Don't know/not
Strategic
new
content
is added to an exhibitor’s booth or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
State
2 Don't know/not
applicable
Easy self-provisioning
- Whether
creating a single virtual booth or an
addition, exhibitors will be able to link their virtual booth at the
continue
to
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
State
3 Don't
know/not
applicable
entire
virtual
show,work
ECE Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface keeps Communities around the world have both a need for and an
marketplace on their own website through embeddable HTML
collaborative
learning
across
planet.
you
in full control,
lettingprogram
you define
your the
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without
involving
your
IT
staff.
Q19. At which stage of development did you first start looking
for that
international
providers
of
finance?research
innovation
wealth
for future
generations;
listings,
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
personal
regards,
•Best
Seed
stage
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
• Start up stage
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Expansion
stage
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
•advertising
Later stages
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
and sponsored links.
of Eco Commerce
•Chamber
Don’t know
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
•Integrated
Information
withheld & analytics - Real-time attendee profiling coreSPONSORSHIP
strategy:
lead management
Media
Kit lead-scoring techniques combine to add value to each and • Attract exceptional people
and
intelligent
MEDIA
KIT
Q20.
HowEvery
significant
are the
following
external
barriers for
your business
seeking financing?
• Provide
exceptionalwhen
support
every lead.
virtual showroom
created
using ECE
Virtual Marketplace
Lease
Your Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which means that ECE Virtual Marketplace tracks • Create exceptional results
INTERNATIONAL ECO COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every
movement of the
attendee
— every download
of information and
A
demonstration
site
is a small-scale
implementation
of an
Eco Innovation
onshared
a trialvalue
basis and is used to
• Maximize
benefits and
every
conversation
—
and
it
provides
viewing
information
for
all
multimedia
prove a concept.
The attendee profile is continuously updated from the
•presentations.
Very significant
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
• Somewhat significant
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
• Not significant
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
•Attract
Not applicable
and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
•facilities
Don’tneeded
knowto support a powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.

Virtual

real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation

•viaInsufficient
market
demand
for innovation
discussion groups;
streaming
for video,
audio, and presentations; and
•downloading
Limited market
(unknown
number
typetoof customer)
for papersinformation
and collateral materials.
All the
promoterorneeds
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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•Rich,
Difficulty
meeting
certification
or regulatory
requirements
engaging
experiences
- ECE Virtual
Marketplace keeps
visitors
•coming
Protecting
intellectual
difficult
and expensive
by supporting
engaging property
experiencesrights
that go is
beyond
downloadable
EcoLexicon
2014-17Grab engaged
•documents
Potential
financial
suppliers
insufficiently
withOverview
Eco Innovative industries
such
as Partnership
data sheets
and whitepapers.
visitors' attention
•with
Financial
expected
returns are different
from your business goals
streamingsuppliers’
video and/or
audio presentations,
and get them
Dear
Partnerininavailable
Eco Commerce,
real-time
events
such as webcasts,
conferences,
and Developing
•participating
Financing
not tailored
to small-scale
investment
needs strong partnerships is important for us to
product demos.
succeed, and we work closely with many enterprises and
behalf
of Eco Commerce Exchange (ECE), I cordially
organizations to fulfill our mandate and create an
•OnVery
significant
archive
- join
ECE Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite
you
to significant
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
•Content
Somewhat
turnsignificant
one-off
into long-term
resources that
informing long and graduate students. We partner with:
Showcase
(ES)events
to share
your Education
andkeep
Workforce
•you
Not
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with
our
global
audience.
• Not applicable
•State-of-the-art
Don’t knowcommunications - With an arsenal of communication • Foundations for Research
The
EcoLexicon.com
is a spectacular
showcase,
tools —
direct chat, PR distribution,
RSS feeds,virtual
and a widget
briefcase — • Foundations for Innovation
featuring
Brands,
Enterprises
and
•ECE
Difficulty
with public-sector
customers
VirtualExperts,
Marketplace
takes full
advantage
of
the Organizations
latest technologies for • Centers of Excellence for Research
from
around
the
planet.
• Government
Agencies
•targeting
Lack
of contacts
within
your
your
message
and
getting
it intoindustry
the right hands.
Generate Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
• Uncertainty of government policy or regulation
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
canofvisit
the ESdemonstration
to learn, or usesites
it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
•You
Lack
available
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
expand your
reach, build brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
•knowledge,
Other 1 (Please
specify)
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
showcase
your educational programs, or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
•partnerships,
Other 2 (Please
specify)
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
feature educational products and services effectively to our
• Non-profits
collective
pull of when
the venue—
an effect
that can be further
highly How
motivated
and targeted
• Industry
Q21.
significant
are audiences.
the following internal barriers for
your
business
seeking
financing?
enhanced
with
sponsored
search
engine
placements.
The result
• Very significant
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You
can
lease
a
virtual
showroom
for
12-months,
for
much
Research
Partnerships
• Somewhat significant
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
ever though possible, and start sharing your
•less
Notthan
significant
website.
through ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
•information
Not applicable
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
including ECE Marketplaces, Magazines, and B2B
•(MMMS),
Don’t know
capacity
for Eco
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networkingand
andCommerce,
syndicationespecially
tools - ECE
Directories.
areas
with Marketplace
long lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking
tools. These include the ability to text
• Financial supplier requested an unacceptably high level
of
controland
of syndication
your business
impact.
chatby
withfinancial
a promotersupplier
or sales person, conduct an instant phone
sincerely
appreciate
your support
forward as
to perceived
•We
Lack
of technical
experience
in and
yourlook
business
call,by
orDirection
generate
automatic
RSS feeds to every subscriber when
participation,
learning
about youinand
your
educational
•your
Lack
of business
experience
your
business
as perceived
financial
supplier
Strategic
new
content
is
added
to
an
exhibitor’s booth or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
•Easy
Insufficient
amount
of collateral
self-provisioning
- Whether
creating available
a single virtual booth or an
addition, exhibitors will be able to link their virtual booth at the
continue
work
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
•entire
Difficulty
recruiting
skilled
professionals
virtual to
show,
ECE Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface keeps Communities around the world have both a need for and an
marketplace on their own website through embeddable HTML
collaborative
learning
across
planet.
you
in full control,
lettingprogram
you define
your the
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without
involving
your
IT
staff.
• Very significant
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
personal regards,
•Best
Somewhat
significant
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
• Not significant
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Nottraffic
applicable
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
•advertising
Don’t know
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
and sponsored links.
Chamber of Eco Commerce
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
SPONSORSHIP
•Integrated
High administrative
burden
lead management
& analytics - Real-time attendee profiling core strategy:
Media
Kit resources
•and
Limited
to seeking
securing
finance
• Attract exceptional people
intelligent
lead-scoring dedicated
techniques combine
to add or
value
to each and
MEDIA KIT
•every
Lack
knowledge
of financing
options
lead.ofEvery
virtual showroom
created using
ECE Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your
Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which
means
that
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace
tracks
• Other 1 (Please specify)
• Create
exceptionalECO
results
INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
movement
of the specify)
attendee — every download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
•every
Other
2 (Please
every conversation — and it provides viewing information for all multimedia
presentations.
attendee profile
updated
the to finance to be 12 months from now?
Q22.
In yourThe
estimation,
how isdocontinuously
you expect
your from
access
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
• Better than today
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained

Virtual

• Same as today
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
•Attract
Worse
than today
and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
•facilities
Don'tneeded
know to[Do
not aread]
support
powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.
real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation

Q23.
In yourgroups;
estimation,
more difficult
for Eco Innovative businesses than for other
via discussion
streamingisforaccessing
video, audio,finance
and presentations;
and
innovative
businesses?
downloading for
papers and collateral materials. All the promoter needs to
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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Rich, engaging experiences - ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors

•coming
Yes by supporting engaging experiences that go beyond downloadable
EcoLexicon
2014-17Grab visitors' attentionOverview
•documents
No
such as Partnership
data sheets and whitepapers.
•with
Don't
know video and/or audio presentations, and get them
streaming
Dear Partnerininreal-time
Eco Commerce,
participating
events such as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
product
demos.
succeed, and we work closely with many enterprises and
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR INVESTORS
On behalf of Eco Commerce Exchange (ECE), I cordially
organizations to fulfill our mandate and create an
Content
archive
ECE
Marketplace multimedia
library feature
lets environment that
inviteinterviews
you
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online
Education
attracts isthe
best researchers,
innovators
The
will Virtual
be
semi-structured
interviews.
A semi-structured
interview
flexible,
allowing new
you
turn one-off
events
into long-term
resources
keep
informing
long
Showcase
(ES)
tobrought
share
your
Education
and
Workforce
graduate students.
We partner with:
questions
to be
up during
thethat
interview
based
onand
interviewee
responses.
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with our
global audience.
Research that the interviewer can
The
interviewcommunications
guide should -be
considered
ascommunication
a grouping• ofFoundations
topics andforquestions
State-of-the-art
With
an arsenal of
The
EcoLexicon.com
is
a
spectacular
virtual
showcase,
•
Foundations
for
Innovation
ask
in
different
ways
for
different
participants.
Not
all
questions
are
relevant
for all types of financial actors
tools — direct chat, PR distribution, RSS feeds, and a widget briefcase —
featuring
Experts,
Brands,
Enterprises
and
Excellence
Research
and
the questions
will
tailored
the
interview
context/situation,
to theforpeople
being interviewed.
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace
takesbe
full
advantagetoof
the Organizations
latest
technologies
for • Centers of and
from around
• Government
Agencies
Therefore,
theplanet.
guide
be the
considered
of themes
to be
targeting
your the
message
andshould
getting it into
right hands. as a framework
Generate
Leads
- Asexplored.
the virtual The
venuespecific
and its topics
booths are
• NGO's;
to explore during each interview will be decided in advance.
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
You can visit the ES to learn, or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
knowledge,
expand
your reach, build brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
1.
Background
– general
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
partnerships, showcase your educational programs, or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
feature educational
products and services effectively
to our
• Non-profits
Background
on company/organization
in general
collective pull and
of thefunding/investment
venue— an effect thathistory
can be further
motivated
and targeted
• Industry
•highly
Structure,
capital
underaudiences.
management, number of funds,
operations,
enhanced
with
sponsored
search
engine
placements.
The result
• Who has provided the capital for the fund(s)
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You can lease a virtual showroom for 12-months, for much
Research
Partnerships
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
less than everof though
possible,team
and start sharing your
Background
management
website.
information through ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
including
Marketplaces, Magazines, and B2B
•(MMMS),
Education
and ECE
experience
capacity
for Eco
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networkingand
andCommerce,
syndicationespecially
tools - ECE
Directories.
areas
with Marketplace
long lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
2. Background – investing in (non-energy) eco-innovation
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
We sincerely appreciate your support and look forward to
call, orDirection
generate
RSS
every subscriber when
your participation,
about youdo
andyou
your
educational
How
many yearslearning
of experience
(the
managementStrategic
team)
have
in automatic
investing
in feeds
Eco toInnovation?
new
content
is
added
to
an
exhibitor’s
booth
or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
•Easy
How
has the experience
gained?
self-provisioning
- Whetherbeen
creating
a single virtual booth or an
addition,
exhibitors
will
ablehave
to linkboth
theira virtual
booth
the
continue
work
together
to raising
expand
EcoLexicon
•entire
What
is to
your
experience
with
venture
capital
funds
focused
on Eco
Innovation?
Communities
around
the be
world
need for
andat an
virtual
show,
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface
keeps
marketplace
on
their
own
website
through
embeddable
HTML
collaborative
learning
across
planet.
you
in full control,
lettingprogram
you define
your the
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without involving
IT staff. in Eco Innovation
Rationale
for your
investing
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
personal
regards,
•Best
Why
do you
invest in Eco Innovative SMEs?
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
• What types of Eco Innovative SMEs do you invest in? needs,
Why
these?
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Where
(subsectors)
do most funds currently focus? Why?
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
•advertising
Operations
in
more
detail:
your focus, strategy and position
in market?
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
and sponsored links.
Chamber of Eco Commerce
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
SPONSORSHIP
How
havelead
you
experienced
the demand
forattendee
and supply
Eco
Innovation financing in the past years?
core
strategy:
Integrated
management
& analytics
- Real-time
profilingof
Media
•and
Isintelligent
it Kit
morelead-scoring
difficult totechniques
raise funds
within
certain
e.g.
wasteexceptional
or water?
• Attract
people
combine
to add
value toareas,
each and
MEDIA KIT
•every
Arelead.
there
particular
financing
Innovative
Provide
exceptional support
Every
virtual showroom
createdgaps
using for
ECEEco
Virtual
Marketplace •SMEs?
Lease
Your Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which means that ECE Virtual Marketplace tracks • Create exceptional results
INTERNATIONAL ECO COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement
of the attendee
— every download
of trying
information
and • capital
What
are the main
barriers/obstacles
when
to raise
new funds
focused
Maximizefor
benefits
and shared
value on Eco
every
conversation
—
and
it
provides
viewing
information
for
all
multimedia
Innovation from institutional investors (and other potential investors)?
profile
is continuously
•presentations.
What are The
theirattendee
motives
to supply
capital?updated from the As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
• Their main concerns?
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
• What are their conditions for providing financing?
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
Attract and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
3.
Investment
facilities
needed toopportunities
support a powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.

Virtual

real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation

What
is your
process
of scouting
Eco Innovative
SMEs?
via discussion
groups;
streaming
for video, audio,
and presentations;
and
downloading for papers and collateral materials. All the promoter needs to
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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•Rich,
Differences
according -toECE
industry/sub-sectors?
engaging experiences
Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors
•coming
Duebydiligence
supporting process
engaging experiences that go beyond downloadable

EcoLexicon
2014-17Grab visitors' attentionOverview
documents
such as Partnership
data sheets and whitepapers.
What
are the criteria
you use
evaluating
investment opportunities?
with streaming
video and/or
audiowhen
presentations,
andEco
get Innovation
them
Dear Partnerininreal-time
Eco Commerce,
participating
events such as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
product
and we work
closely with
manyfocused
enterprises and
Are
thedemos.
investment criteria different for funds focused onsucceed,
Eco Innovation
compared
to funds
On innovative
behalf of Eco
Commerce
Exchange
I cordially– e.g.organizations
our different/more
mandate and create an
on
industries
such
as ICT,(ECE),
life sciences
more difficulttoor fulfill
requires
Content
archive
ECE Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite you
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
specific
skills?
you
turn one-off
into long-term
resources that
informing long and graduate students. We partner with:
Showcase
(ES)events
to share
your Education
andkeep
Workforce
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with
our
global
audience.
Are the investment criteria different for sub-sectors within Eco Innovation (waste, water, materials,
transportation)?
State-of-the-art communications - With an arsenal of communication • Foundations for Research
The —EcoLexicon.com
is a spectacular
showcase,
tools
direct chat, PR distribution,
RSS feeds,virtual
and a widget
briefcase — • Foundations for Innovation
featuring
Brands,
Enterprises
and
Organizations
of Excellence
for Research
What
areExperts,
the characteristics
of a good
opportunity
in Eco
Innovation?
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace
takes full
advantage
of
theinvestment
latest technologies
for • Centers
from
around
planet.
• Government
Agencies
•targeting
Risk/return,
growth
and exit
your the
message
and getting
it intoperspectives?
the right hands.
Generate Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
• Preferred experience of SME management team?
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
can visitexamples?
the ES to learn, or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
•You
Concrete
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
expand
your reach,
build brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
•knowledge,
Differences
according
to industry/sub-sectors?
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
partnerships, showcase your educational programs, or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
given
area, the investment
more these SEO
techniques in
increase the
featureare
educational
products
and services
our see when
• Non-profits
What
the typical
weaknesses
andeffectively
barrierstoyou
assessing
opportunities
collective pull of the venue— an effect that can be further
highlyinnovative
motivated and
targeted audiences.
• Industry
Eco
SMEs?
enhanced
with stage...
sponsored search engine placements. The result
• Related to the stage of investment - seed, start up, expansion,
later
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You
can
lease
a
virtual
showroom
for
12-months,
for
much
Research
Partnerships
• Related to the entrepreneur(s)? For example business and technical skills of entrepreneurs, drive,
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
less
than ever though possible, and start sharing your
ambition...
website.
through
ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
•information
Related to
the product/service?
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
including
ECE Marketplaces,
Magazines,
B2Bconcern,
•(MMMS),
Related
to framework
conditions?
Tax andand
legal
importance
ofnetworking
regulation
and
subsidies...
capacity
for Eco
and
Commerce,
especially
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
and
syndication
tools - ECE
•Directories.
Concrete examples?
areas
with Marketplace
long lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
• Differences according to industry/sub-sectors?
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
We sincerely appreciate your support and look forward to
call, orDirection
generate
RSS of
feeds
to every subscriber when
your participation,
learningthe
about
you and your
How
do you consider
development
in educational
investment opportunities
- i.e. automatic
availability
interesting
Strategic
new
content
is
added
to
an
exhibitor’s
booth or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
Eco
SMEs?
Easy Innovative
self-provisioning
- Whether creating a single virtual booth or an
addition, exhibitors will be able to link their virtual booth at the
continue
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
•entire
Differences
between
industries/sub-sectors?
virtual to
show,work
ECE Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface keeps Communities around the world have both a need for and an
marketplace on their own website through embeddable HTML
collaborative
learning
across
planet.
you
in full control,
lettingprogram
you define
your the
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without
involving
your
IT
staff.
In your opinion, are some Eco Innovation industries (sub-sectors)
more
and research
innovation
builds
wealth forthan
future
generations;
listings, that
such
aspromising
presentations
or others
demonstration
webcasts,
Best personal regards,
why?
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven traffic - Sophisticated search-engine-optimization techniques needs, our future and also to global human development.
through embeddable HTML code (i.e., reciprocal link building).
send
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
In
your
opinion
is there a lack of financing for Eco Innovative SMEs or a lack of good investment
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
opportunities?
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
advertising and sponsored links.
Chamber of Eco Commerce
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
SPONSORSHIP
Is
it in your
more& difficult
Eco Innovative
SMEs
to
get financing than other innovative
core
strategy:
Integrated
leadopinion
management
analyticsfor
- Real-time
attendee profiling
Media
KitWhy/why
SMEs?
not?techniques combine to add value to each and • Attract exceptional people
and
intelligent
lead-scoring
MEDIA KIT
every lead. Every virtual showroom created using ECE Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your
Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which
means
that
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace
tracks
Managing investments
• Create
exceptionalECO
results
INTERNATIONAL
COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement of the attendee — every download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
every
conversation
—
and
it
provides
viewing
information
for
all
multimedia
How do you manage your portfolio of Eco Innovative SMEs?
The attendee
profile is continuously updated from the
•presentations.
Use of criteria
and milestones?
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
• How would you describe your role as investor in relation
to eco-innovative SME, e.g. with regards to
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
management decisions, strategy, etc.?
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
•Attract
Differences
compared to other innovative investments? More or less hands on?
and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
•facilities
Differences
to industry/sub-sectors?
needed toaccording
support a powerful,
engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.

Virtual

real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation

What
are the
characteristics
of your
portfolio
and theirand
current challenges? Are there any recurring
via discussion
groups;
streaming for video,
audio,
and presentations;
challenges
face
developing
and
the
SMEs
downloading foryou
papers
andincollateral
materials.
All growing
the promoter
needs
to you have invested in?
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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Rich, engaging experiences - ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors

•coming
Differences
compared
to other innovative
investments
by supporting
engaging experiences
that go beyond
downloadable like ICT, life sciences etc.?
EcoLexicon
Partnership
2014-17
Overview
•documents
Track record
exits compared
to other
innovative
such as and
data sheets
and whitepapers.
Grab visitors'
attentionareas?
•with
Differences
according
industry/sub-sectors?
streaming video
and/or toaudio
presentations, and get them
Dear Partnerininreal-time
Eco Commerce,
participating
events such as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
product
demos.
and of
wefinancing?
work closely with many enterprises and
Is the equity capital you provide typically combined with succeed,
other types
Eco Commerce Exchange (ECE), I cordially
organizations to fulfill our mandate and create an
•OnInbehalf
what of
instances?
archive
ECEofVirtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite
you
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
•Content
At which
stage
development?
you
turn
one-off
events
into
long-term
resources
that
keep
informing long and graduate students. We partner with:
Showcase
(ES)
to
share
your
Education
and
Workforce
• What other types of financing?
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with
our
global
audience.
• What are the criteria the SMEs most fulfill to be eligible for other types of financing?
• Foundations for Research
•State-of-the-art
Difference to
other innovative
andofwithin
sub-sectors
communications
- WithSMEs
an arsenal
communication
The
EcoLexicon.com
is
a
spectacular
virtual
showcase,
tools — direct chat, PR distribution, RSS feeds, and a widget briefcase — • Foundations for Innovation
featuring
Enterprises
and
Organizations
for the
Research
Considering
yourBrands,
current
experience
with
investing
in eco-innovation,
what are
most important
ECE
VirtualExperts,
Marketplace
takes full
advantage of
the
latest
technologies
for • Centers of Excellence
from
around
the
planet.
• Government
Agencies
lessons
youmessage
have learned?
targeting your
and getting it into the right hands.
Generate Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
• E.g. need for specialization of investors?
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
can visit the partnerships?
ES to learn, or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
•You
Public/private
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
expand
yourspecific
reach, build
brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
•knowledge,
Experiences
with
instruments?
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
your
educational programs, or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
•partnerships,
Differencesshowcase
according
to industry/sub-sectors?
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
feature educational products and services effectively to our
• Non-profits
collective pull of the venue— an effect that can be further
motivated
and targeted audiences.
• Industry
Ahighly
national
or transnational
market of Eco Innovation finance

enhanced with sponsored search engine placements. The result

is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
Youyou
can invest
lease aoutside
virtual showroom
for 12-months,
muchis based?
Research
Partnerships
Do
the country
where theforfund
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
than ever
though possible, and start sharing your
•less
Why/why
not?
website.
through
Multi Mediaabroad
Marketing
System
•information
If yes, what
typeECE’s
of companies
would
you consider
- stageresearch
of development,
sub-sector,
We support
of the highest
caliber tocobuild the
(MMMS),
including
ECE Marketplaces,
Magazines,
and B2Bwhy? capacity
financing
involved...
and from which
countries?
for Eco
in
Leverage
socialInnovation
networkingand
andCommerce,
syndicationespecially
tools - ECE
Directories.
areas
with Marketplace
long lasting social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking
and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
Is there in your opinion an US wide market for Eco Innovation
finance?
impact.
chat with a promoter or sales person, conduct an instant phone
appreciate
and look forward
to
•We
Is sincerely
there a US
marketyour
for support
equity financing
in general?
orDirection
generate
automatic
RSS feeds
every subscriber when
participation,
learning about
you consider
and your educational
•your
If yes,
please explain
why you
such a marketStrategic
forcall,
Eco
Innovation
finance
to betopresent?
new
content
is
added
to
an
exhibitor’s
booth
or the show. In
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
•Easy
If no,
why not? - Whether creating a single virtual booth or an
self-provisioning
addition, exhibitors will be able to link their virtual booth at the
continue
to
work
together
to expand
EcoLexicon
•entire
What
are
the
barriers?
virtual
show,
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface keeps Communities around the world have both a need for and an
marketplace on their own website through embeddable HTML
collaborative
learning
program
across
planet.
in full are
control,
you define
your the
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
•you
What
theletting
consequences?
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without
involving
your
IT
staff.
• What could be done to create a US market?
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
regards,
•Best
Arepersonal
there any
good practice examples of cross states and
tools
or on
instruments
whichorhave
cross
innovation
that contributes
tokeyword
our facilitated
communities'
current
based
a preferred
category
filters on their
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
state investments in eco-innovative SMEs?
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Which
sub-sectors
do they apply?
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
advertising and sponsored links.
Chamber
of Ecowith
Commerce
For
investors
an international perspective: In your opinion,
in which countries
areWe
thewill
markets
most
the best researchers
may succeed.
do this via
simple
SPONSORSHIP
mature
to Eco
Innovation
financing?
Integratedwith
leadregards
management
& analytics
- Real-time
attendee profiling core strategy:
Media
Kitare lead-scoring
•and
What
the central
lessonscombine
from the
most
markets?
• Attract exceptional people
intelligent
techniques
to add
valuemature
to each and
MEDIA KIT
•every
What
to develop
these
lead.has
Everybeen
virtualdone
showroom
created using
ECEmarkets?
Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your
Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which
means
that
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace
tracks
• Could similar initiatives/programs be implemented in other
countries
with
similar
results?
• Create
exceptional
results
INTERNATIONAL
ECO
COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement of the attendee — every download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
every
conversation
— and it provides
viewing in
information
for all multimedia
A
thriving
Eco Innovative
industry
the future
presentations. The attendee profile is continuously updated from the
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
What
are your thoughts on how to improve the pipeline of
non-energy Eco Innovative SMEs?
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
• What could be done in which sub-sectors?
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
Attract and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
What
yourto thoughts
on howengaging
to improve
the supply
ofgroups,
finance
eco-innovative
– especially
andfor
government
agenciesSMEs
and NGOs.
facilitiesare
needed
support a powerful,
experience
for visitors:
at
early events
stage?
real-time
such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation
•viaWhat
framework
conditions
should
to facilitate
more investments in Eco Innovative
discussion
groups; streaming
for video,
audio,be
andimproved
presentations;
and
SMEs
downloading for papers and collateral materials. All the promoter needs to

Virtual

do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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Rich, engaging experiences - ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors

What
knowledge
of currentthat
policies,
financial
instruments and support schemes for Eco Innovation
coming is
by your
supporting
engaging experiences
go beyond
downloadable
EcoLexicon
2014-17
in
financial
actor’s
documents
such
as Partnership
datahome
sheets country?
and whitepapers.
Grab visitors' attention Overview
•with
How
would you
the efficiency
of these
streaming
video evaluate
and/or audio
presentations,
and getpolicies,
them instruments and schemes?
Dear
Partnerininreal-time
Eco
Commerce,
eventstosuch
as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
•participating
Differences
according
industry/sub-sectors?
product demos.
succeed, and we work closely with many enterprises and
On behalf
of Eco
Commerceabout
Exchange
(ECE),
I cordially
to fulfill
our schemes
mandate for
andEco
create an
What
is your
knowledge
current
policies,
financial organizations
instruments and
support
Content
archive
ECE Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite you
to - join
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
Innovation
turn one-off
into long-term
resources
that
informing
long and graduate
Showcase
(ES)events
to share
yourthe
Education
andkeep
students.
partner with
with: the aim of
•you
How
would
you
evaluate
efficiency
ofWorkforce
these
schemes,
instruments
andWe
policies
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with
our
global
audience.
leveraging access to finance of Eco Innovative SMEs?
•State-of-the-art
Differencescommunications
according to industry/sub-sectors?
- With an arsenal of communication • Foundations for Research
The
is
a
spectacular
showcase,
Foundationsfinancing
for Innovation
•tools
Do—EcoLexicon.com
you
know
of
any
other
examples
Eco
instruments?
direct chat, PR distribution, RSS
feeds,virtual
andofa successful
widget
briefcase
— • Innovation
featuring
Brands,
Enterprises
and
ECE
VirtualExperts,
Marketplace
takes full
advantage of
the Organizations
latest technologies for • Centers of Excellence for Research
from
around
the
planet.
• Government
Agencies
In
your
opinion,
what
are the
decisive
framework conditions
for a thriving
Innovation
targeting
your
message
and getting
it into
the right hands.
Generate
Leads
-non-energy
As the virtualEco
venue
and its booths are
• NGO's;
industry?
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
You can visit the ES to learn, or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
knowledge,
expand your
buildofbrand,
create strategic in supporting
• Sciences
and Innovation
Engineering
Research
Councils
Are
you satisfied
with reach,
the role
your country/state
Eco
financing
when
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
partnerships,to showcase
your educational
programs,
or
results. The more exhibitors or merchants a venue attracts in a
• Universities
compared
other national,
regional, local
actors?
given
thedifferent
more these
SEO
techniques increase
products
servicesimproved
effectively -tomore
our active,
• Non-profits
•feature
If not,educational
how do you
thinkand
it should
less area,
active,
type
of activities,
providethe
collective
pull of the programs
venue— an are
effectnot
thatknown
can bebyfurther
highly
motivated
and targeted
• Industry
finance
through
nationalaudiences.
funds or directly, programs are
too
bureaucratic,
enhanced with sponsored search engine placements. The result
enough SMEs?
is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You can lease a virtual showroom for 12-months, for much
Research
Partnerships
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
less than everGUIDE
though for
possible,
start sharing your
INTERVIEW
LOANand
PROVIDERS
website.
information through ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
(MMMS),
includingwill
ECE
Magazines,
and B2BA semi-structured
The
interviews
beMarketplaces,
semi-structured
interviews.
interview
is flexible,
allowingespecially
new
capacity
for Eco
Innovation
and
in
Leverage
social
networking
andCommerce,
syndication
tools - ECE
Directories. to be brought up during the interview based onareas
questions
interviewee
responses.
with Marketplace
long lasting
social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
impact.
with and
a promoter
or salesthat
person,
an instant
phone
We sincerely
your support
and look forward
to
The
interviewappreciate
guide should
be considered
as a grouping
ofchat
topics
questions
theconduct
interviewer
can
call, orare
generate
automatic
RSStypes
feeds to
subscriber
when
your inparticipation,
learning
you and
your educational
ask
different ways
forabout
different
participants.
Not all questions
relevant
for all
ofevery
financial
actors
Strategic
Direction
new
content
is
added
to
an
exhibitor’s
booth
or
the
show.
programs,
and
building
strategic
partnerships,
as
we
and
questions will
be tailored
context/situation,
and to the people being interviewed. In
Easy the
self-provisioning
- Whether
creatingtoa the
singleinterview
virtual booth
or an
addition,
exhibitors
will
be
ablehave
to link
their
booth
the
continue
together
to considered
expand
EcoLexicon
Therefore,
thework
guide
should
be
as
a framework
of themes
to be
The
specific
topics
around
theexplored.
world
both
a virtual
need for
andat an
entire
virtual to
show,
ECE
Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface
keeps Communities
marketplace
on
their
own
website
through
embeddable
HTML
collaborative
learning
program
across
you
in full control,
letting
you interview
define
your the
content
your lookinand
feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
to
explore
during
each
willplanet.
beand
decided
advance.
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without involving your IT staff.
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
Best personal regards,
Background
– general
andbased
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven traffic - Sophisticated search-engine-optimization techniques needs, our future and also to global human development.
through embeddable HTML code (i.e., reciprocal link building).
send
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minnatraffic
LeVine
Background
on company/organization in general
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
LEASE
YOUR
•advertising
Structure,
operations,
volume?
Thetotal
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
and sponsored links. types of lending provided and the
Commerce
•Chamber
Share of
ofEco
lending
to Eco Innovative firms?
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
•Integrated
Why interest
in lending& to
Eco Innovative
firms? profiling coreSPONSORSHIP
strategy:
lead management
analytics
- Real-time attendee
Media
Kitthe lead-scoring
•and
Does
company/organization
focus
sustainability
general?
Attract
exceptional people
intelligent
techniques combine
to addonvalue
to each and • in
MEDIA KIT
every lead. Every virtual showroom created using ECE Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which means team
that ECE Virtual Marketplace tracks • Create exceptional results
Background
of management
INTERNATIONAL ECO COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
movementand
of the
attendee — of
every
download ofprofessionals/lending
information and • Maximize
•every
Education
experience
consulting
specialists?
benefits and shared value
every
conversation
—
and
it
provides
viewing
information
for
all
multimedia
• Background – investing in (non-energy) Eco Innovation
The attendee
profile your
is continuously
updated from the had a special focus on lending to Eco Innovative
•presentations.
For how many
years have
company/organization
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
SMEs?
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
Rationale
for investing in Eco Innovation?
Attract and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
•facilities
Whatneeded
typestoofsupport
Eco Innovations
do you
lend tofor
and
why?
groups, and government agencies and NGOs.
a powerful, engaging
experience
visitors:

Virtual

real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation

Describe
relevant
products
to eco-innovative
via discussion
groups; streaming
foroffered
video, audio,
and presentations; SMEs?
and
•downloading
Are theyforforpapers
all SMEs
vs. only
for Eco
Innovative
SMES?
and collateral
materials.
All the
promoter needs
to
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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vs sub-sectors?
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For new
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established
business?
by supporting
engagingversus
experiences
that go beyond
downloadable
EcoLexicon
2014-17
•documents
For high
technology
businesses
vs. traditional
such
as Partnership
data sheets
and whitepapers.
Grab visitors'business?
attention Overview
•with
Forstreaming
high vs.video
low risk
borrowers?
and/or
audio presentations, and get them
Dear Partnerininreal-time
Eco Commerce,
participating
events such as webcasts, conferences, and Developing strong partnerships is important for us to
product
demos.
succeed,
and we and
workhow
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withare
many
enterprises
and
How many of the businesses obtaining loans are traditional
Eco-SMEs
many
Eco
Innovative
On behalf of Eco Commerce Exchange (ECE), I cordially
organizations to fulfill our mandate and create an
SMEs?
archive
- join
ECEnew
Virtual
Marketplace multimedia
library feature lets environment that attracts the best researchers, innovators
invite
to are
EcoLexicon.com
online Education
•Content
How you
many
businesses?
you
turn
one-off
events
into
long-term
resources
that
keep
Showcase
(ES)
to
share
your
Education
and
Workforce
• How many are established businesses? informing long and graduate students. We partner with:
after
the live
presentations,
demonstrations,
and discussions are finished.
Training
programs
with our
global audience.
• Foundations
How
have you
experienced-the
supply of debt
financingfor
forResearch
Eco Innovative SMEs in the
State-of-the-art
communications
Withdemand
an arsenaland
of communication
The
EcoLexicon.com
is
a
spectacular
virtual
showcase,
•
Foundations
for
Innovation
past
years?
tools — direct chat, PR distribution, RSS feeds, and a widget briefcase —
featuring
Experts,
Brands,
Enterprises
and
Organizations
• Centers
of Excellence
for Research
•ECE
How
has
the total
loans
provided
for
SMEs
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organization
developed
Virtual
Marketplace
takes
full
advantage of
theeco-innovative
latest technologies for
from
around
the
planet.
Government
Agencies
•targeting
Are there
particular
financing
gaps
Eco Innovative •SMEs?
If yes,why?
your message
and getting
it into the
rightfor
hands.
Generate
Leads
- As the virtual venue and its booths are
• NGO's;
provisioned, ECE Virtual Marketplace automatically meta-tags
You can visit
theInnovative
ES to learn,
or use it to share your
• Science
Foundations;
Assessing
Eco
SMEs
added content
and applies advanced search engine optimization
knowledge, expand your reach, build brand, create strategic
• Sciences
and Engineering
Research
Councils
(SEO) techniques
that improve
placement
in search engine
partnerships,
your when
educational
programs,
or
results.
The
moreEco
exhibitors
or merchants
a venue attracts in a
• for
Universities
Which
criteriashowcase
do you apply
assessing
applications
loans
from
Innovative
SMEs?
given area, the more these SEO techniques increase the
educational
productssystems
and services effectively to our
• Non-profits
•feature
Use of
credit scoring
collective pull of the venue— an effect that can be further
motivated andbetween
targeted audiences.
•highly
Differentiation
high risk vs. low risk borrowers• Industry

enhanced with sponsored search engine placements. The result

is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You can leaseaccording
a virtual showroom
for 12-months, for much
Research
Partnerships
Differences
to industry/sub-sectors?
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
thantypes
ever ofthough
possible, and does
start sharing
yourtypically require
•less
What
security/collateral
the Bank
website.
information through ECE’s Multi Media Marketing System
We support research of the highest caliber to build the
(MMMS),
including
ECE Marketplaces,
Magazines,
andused
B2B whencapacity
What
is the
preferred
(or most common)
form
providing
loans
to Eco Innovative
SMEs?
for Eco
Innovation
and
especially
in
Leverage
social
networking
andCommerce,
syndication
tools - ECE
•Directories.
How does this differ within Eco Innovation (sub-sectors)
and
from
SMEs
areas
with
longother
lastinginnovative
social,
economic,
and environmental
Virtual
Marketplace
also provides
comprehensive,
social
networking and syndication tools. These include the ability to text
impact.
chat with
promoter or sales
person,
conductthan
an instant phone
We sincerely
appreciate
support
and lookloan
forward
to
Are
the criteria
appliedyour
when
assessing
applications
from
Ecoa Innovative
SMEs
different
call,price
orDirection
generate
automatic
RSS feeds to every subscriber when
yourones
participation,
about
you and SMEs/industries
your educational - IsStrategic
the
appliedlearning
to other
innovative
the
of credit
different?
programs,
and building
strategic
partnerships,
as booth
we or an new content is added to an exhibitor’s booth or the show. In
Easy
self-provisioning
- Whether
creating
a single virtual
addition,
exhibitors
ablehave
to linkboth
theira virtual
booth
the
continue
to
together
to
EcoLexicon
What
are the
characteristics
of aexpand
good
loan
application
Eco
Innovation?
around will
the be
world
need for
andat an
entire
virtual
show,work
ECE Virtual
Marketplace’s
fast, intuitive
interface keepsinCommunities
marketplace
on
their
own
website
through
embeddable
HTML
collaborative
learning
across
the
planet.
in fullgrowth
control,
letting
you define
your
content
and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
•you
Risk,
andprogram
possible
future
relationship?
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
involving own
your ITfunds
staff. invested, assets, cash flow, revenue
•without
Collateral,
generation,
innovation
that
wealth for future
generations; research
listings,
suchbuilds
as profitability?
presentations
or demonstration
webcasts,
personal
regards, model, qualify for loan guarantee? andbased
•Best
Known
business
innovation
that contributes
our communities'
on a preferred
category ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven
traffic
Sophisticated
search-engine-optimization
techniques
• Preferred experience of SME management team?
needs,
our embeddable
future and also
tocode
global
human
development.
through
HTML
(i.e.,
reciprocal
link building).
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
•send
Differences
according to industry/sub-sectors?
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
advertising and sponsored links.
Chamber
Ecotypical
Commerce
What
areofthe
reasons for rejecting applications fortheloans
from Eco Innovative
best researchers
may succeed.SMEs?
We will do this via simple
SPONSORSHIP
•Integrated
Lack oflead
credit
history, collateral,
of management
team, (small) size of loan application and
management
& analytics -experience
Real-time attendee
profiling core strategy:
Media
Kit
cost
of lending
to SMEs?
and
intelligent
lead-scoring
techniques combine to add value to each and • Attract exceptional people
MEDIAfrom
KIT
•every
Arelead.
theEvery
reasons
according
to sub-sector
or different
other other
• Provide
exceptional
supportinnovative SMES
virtual different
showroom created
using ECE
Virtual Marketplace
Lease
Your Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which means that ECE Virtual Marketplace tracks • Create exceptional results
INTERNATIONAL ECO COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every
movement
of the attendee
— every
of information
and •(sub-sectors)
In
your
perspective,
are some
Ecodownload
Innovation
industries
more
receiving
Maximize benefits
andsuited
shared for
value
every
conversation
—
and
it
provides
viewing
information
for
all
multimedia
loans than others and why?
presentations. The attendee profile is continuously updated from the
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
Providing
loans
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
Do
you provide loans to Eco Innovative SMEs which have already received equity financing? If so, what
Attract and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
are
theneeded
criteria
business
mustengaging
meet toexperience
obtain aforloan?
facilities
to asupport
a powerful,
visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.

Virtual

real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation

What
are the
characteristics
of theaudio,
businesses
that seek
via discussion
groups;
streaming for video,
and presentations;
and to supplement equity financing with debt
financing?
How
farand
arecollateral
they inmaterials.
the development
innovation(s)?
downloading for
papers
All the promoterofneeds
to
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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Rich, engaging experiences - ECE Virtual Marketplace keeps visitors
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coming are
by supporting
engaging experiences
go beyond
downloadable
EcoLexicon
2014-17
current
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documents
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youforhave
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On behalf of Eco Commerce Exchange (ECE), I cordially
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- join
ECE Virtual
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toaccording
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online Education
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your Education
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global
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for Innovation
Considering
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experience
with
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direct chat,
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and
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Enterprises
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• Government
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and applies advanced search engine optimization
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in search engine
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future or
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• Non-profits
collective
pull for
of the
an effect
that can be further
highly motivated
targetedon
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Industry
What
are your and
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how to improve the supply of• debt
finance
Ecovenue—
Innovative
SMEs?

enhanced with sponsored search engine placements. The result

is that a ECE Virtual Marketplace venue creates a powerful draw
You can
a virtual showroom
for 12-months,
much instruments
Research
Partnerships
What
is lease
your knowledge
of current
policies, for
financial
and support schemes for Eco Innovation
that can bring in far more qualified leads than a standalone
less
than ever
though
possible,
in
financial
actor’s
home
state?and start sharing your
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through
Multithe
Media
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•information
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you ECE’s
evaluate
efficiency
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and schemes?
Weinstruments
support research
of the highest caliber to build the
including
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Magazines, and B2B
•(MMMS),
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yourabout
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call, orDirection
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and you
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the
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- Whether
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in full control,
lettingprogram
you define
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and your look and feel opportunity to invest in environmental research and
•you
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industry/sub-sectors?
code. Exhibitors will also be able to publish specific event
without involving your IT staff.
innovation
wealth for future
generations; research
listings, that
suchbuilds
as presentations
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Bestyou
personal
Do
knowregards,
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instruments?
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innovation
that contributes
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on financing
a preferred
category
ortokeyword
filters on theircurrent
website
SEO-driven traffic - Sophisticated search-engine-optimization techniques needs, our future and also to global human development.
through embeddable HTML code (i.e., reciprocal link building).
send
traffic
to exhibitors, thereby delivering highly-qualified leads and
Minna
LeVine
In
your
opinion,
what are the decisive framework conditions for an efficient debt financing market for Eco
creating opportunities for additional revenue streams from targeted
CEO
YOUR
Innovative
SMEs?
TheLEASE
essence
of VIRTUAL
our plan SHOWROOM
is to create the conditions so that
advertising and sponsored links.
Chamber of Eco Commerce
the best researchers may succeed. We will do this via simple
Are
you satisfied
with the
of the
US/your
stateprofiling
in supporting
Eco Innovation financing when compared
coreSPONSORSHIP
strategy:
Integrated
lead management
& role
analytics
- Real-time
attendee
Media
Kit national,
to
other
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actors?
If not,
doand
you
think exceptional
it should change
• Attract
people (more active, less
and
intelligent
lead-scoring
techniques
combine
to add
value how
to each
MEDIA KIT
active,
too
bureaucratic,
different
typeECE
of instruments)?
every lead.
Every
virtual showroom
created using
Virtual Marketplace • Provide exceptional support
Lease
Your Virtual
Showroom
has
integrated
analytics,
which means that ECE Virtual Marketplace tracks • Create exceptional results
INTERNATIONAL ECO COMMERCE PARTNERSHIP (IECP)
every movement of the attendee — every download of information and • Maximize benefits and shared value
every conversation — and it provides viewing information for all multimedia
###
presentations. The attendee profile is continuously updated from the
As both a leader and facilitator of knowledge, ECE partners
analytics and the information is further used to help the promoter
determine the most effective advertising placement for optimum results. fund research and build on scientific knowledge gained
through our Research Advisory Council, post-secondary
Attract and engage customers - ECE Virtual Marketplace include all the institutions, industry, councils, advocacy and stewardship
facilities needed to support a powerful, engaging experience for visitors: groups, and government agencies and NGOs.

Virtual

real-time events such as webcasts and conferences; visitor participation
via discussion groups; streaming for video, audio, and presentations; and
downloading for papers and collateral materials. All the promoter needs to
do is to provision the various venue facilities with content using a simple
drag-and-drop interface that is designed for non- technical personnel.
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